Psychology News -- Week of March 29, 2009

PUBLICATIONS


MEDIA MENTION

- UVa Today had an article on Tim Salthouse's research:
  

ANNALS of the UNIVERSITY

A selection of notable UVa Alumni:

- **Charles T. Pepper** (MED 1855) - The original "Dr. Pepper". The creator of Dr. Pepper named the drink after Charles T. Pepper according to company legend.


- **Karl Heinze** (CLAS '47, GSAS '48) - Astronaut, flew on mission aboard the Challenger space shuttle in 1985.


- **Francis S. Collins** MD, PhD (CLAS '70) - Director of National Human Genome Research Institute.

- **Javier Solana** (GSAS '71) - Former Secretary General of NATO (1995-1999), current Secretary General of the Council of the EU.

- **John Charles Thomas** (CLAS '72, LAW '75) - First African-American Justice, Va. Supreme Court. One of twelve African-Americans out of 1,400 students in 1968.

- **William F. Shortz** (LAW '77) - Crossword editor, New York Times; puzzlemaster, NPR Weekend Edition

- **Tom Shadyac** (CLAS '80) - Movie director/producer, Patch Adams, Liar Liar, The Nutty Professor, Ace Ventura: Pet Detective, Bruce Almighty

- **Tina Fey** (CLAS '92) - Actress, former "Saturday Night Live" head writer.
EVENTS of the WEEK

Monday, March 30, 2009

- Developmental Lunch, 12:00pm-1:15pm, GIL 225
  Rachel Farr, *Contemporary Adoptive Families: (How) Do Parental Sexual Orientation and Gender Matter?*

- PromoFest, 3:30-5pm, GIL 190
  Brian Nosek, *Identifying Implicit Attitudes*

Tuesday, March 31, 2009

- Community Lunch, 12:30-1:45, GIL 225
  *Panel on alternative career paths for Community Psychologists*, Maryfrances Porter, Mel Wilson, Dick Reppucci

- Social Lunch, 12:30pm-1:45pm, GIL B001
  Dustin Wood, Wake Forest University, *In Defense of Single-Item Scales in Personality Psychology*

- Dissertation Proposal Defense, 1:45pm, GIL 107B
  Erin Miga, *Implications of Relationship Power Processes for Future Psychopathology and Partner Violence*

- Page-Barbour and James W. Richard Lectures, 4-5:30pm, Harrison Special Collections Library Auditorium
  Kwame Anthony Appiah, Laurance S. Rockefeller Professor of Philosophy and the University Center for Human Values at Princeton, *Honor and Moral Change: The Duel Dies*

Wednesday, April 1, 2009

- Cognitive Lunch: 12:30pm-1:45pm, GIL 225
  Jennifer Joy

- Sensory and Systems Neuroscience Lunch: 12:30pm-2pm, GIL B001, Sara Dudgeon

- Page-Barbour and James W. Richard Lectures, 4-5:30pm, Harrison Special Collections Library Auditorium
  Kwame Anthony Appiah, *Honor and Moral Change: Unbinding Chinese Feet*
Thursday, April 2, 2009

- Quantitative Area Lunch (DADA): 12:30pm-1:45pm, GIL 225
  
  Michael Hunter, *Toward Personality: A Damped and Forced Harmonic Oscillator Approach*

- Page-Barbour and James W. Richard Lectures, 4-5:30pm, Harrison Special Collections Library Auditorium
  
  Kwame Anthony Appiah, *Honor and Moral Change: The Life of Honor*

Friday, April 3, 2009

- Clinical Lunch: 12pm-1pm, GIL 225
  
  Elise Clerkin, *Changing Minds: Training Anxiety-Relevant Cognitive Biases*